Introduction
============

Signal-directed cytoskeletal rearrangements are required for many essential cellular processes, including adhesion, migration, and vesicle trafficking ([@bib42]). Tyrosine phosphorylation is an important mechanism regulating actin remodeling ([@bib40]). Recruitment of the Nck family of Src homology (SH) 2/SH3 domain--containing adaptor proteins to phosphotyrosine residues induces cytoskeletal changes through the recruitment and activation of the Wiskott--Aldrich syndrome protein (WASp) or neural WASp (N-WASp)--Arp2/3 complex pathway. The involvement of this pathway in axon guidance ([@bib46]; [@bib45]), maintenance of the glomerular filtration barrier ([@bib21], [@bib22]; [@bib60]; [@bib8]), T cell activation ([@bib4], [@bib5]; [@bib23]; [@bib39]), and invasion of cancer cells ([@bib64]; [@bib25]; [@bib57]; [@bib33], [@bib34]) has been well documented.

Previous studies have demonstrated that N-WASp integrates signals from multiple sources, including the Rho family GTPases, phosphoinositides, and SH2/SH3 domain--containing adaptor proteins ([@bib11]; [@bib31]; [@bib43]; [@bib19]; [@bib49]; [@bib35]). Combinatorial binding of these upstream signaling molecules increases N-WASp activity, which, in turn, stimulates localized actin polymerization ([@bib50]; [@bib38]).

The actin cytoskeleton is a highly dynamic network controlled by multiple regulatory mechanisms ([@bib15]; [@bib41]). Because of the complexity of the system, experimental investigations into the specific roles of individual modulators and pathways have proven difficult to interpret. To address these experimental limitations, computational modeling has been used for the comprehensive testing and prediction of the effects of a variety of perturbations on cytoskeletal dynamics ([@bib1]; [@bib9]; [@bib13]; [@bib12]; [@bib30]; [@bib6]; [@bib32]; [@bib14]; [@bib29]).

We have previously demonstrated that clustering of membrane-targeted Nck SH3 domains induces actin polymerization in the form of highly motile actin comet tails ([@bib47], [@bib49]). We have also created a computational model of the actin cytoskeleton ([@bib14]; [@bib24]). In this study, we introduced modifications to these tools to examine the quantitative relationships between Nck and actin dynamics. Through a combination of quantitative experimentation, fluorescence imaging, and computational modeling, we demonstrate that as the local density of Nck SH3 domains increases, actin polymerization increases in a nonlinear manner. Computational predictions and experimental results strongly suggest that the nonlinear dependence of actin polymerization on Nck density is the result of a previously unappreciated 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 mechanistic stoichiometry.

Results
=======

The number of Nck molecules in aggregates and velocity of aggregates do not independently predict characteristics of actin comet tails
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Antibody-induced aggregation of membrane-bound Nck SH3 domains has been shown to induce the formation of robust actin comet tails via activation of N-WASp and the Arp2/3 complex ([@bib47]). As in [@bib47], Nck SH3 domains fused to a transmembrane CD7 domain and an extracellular CD16 domain were aggregated using primary anti-CD16 monoclonal antibodies and secondary anti--mouse IgG ([Fig. S1 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp1}). After incubation with primary and secondary antibodies, fluorescently labeled Nck SH3 aggregates and fluorescently labeled actin were visualized using time-lapse confocal microscopy (see Materials and methods for more details).

Using this experimental approach, we quantified the relationship between Nck aggregate properties and the resulting effects on the actin cytoskeleton. An advantage of this approach is that both the signal input (Nck aggregation) and output (actin polymerization) can be precisely quantified. Measurement of the number of molecules in individual aggregates was accomplished by imaging membrane-bound Nck SH3 domains fluorescently tagged with mCherry. Aggregation of mCherry--Nck SH3 molecules resulted in the formation of robust, motile actin comet tails ([Fig. 1 \[A and B\]](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp2}), similar to those seen in previously published studies using unlabeled Nck constructs ([@bib47], [@bib49]). From these images, the number of molecules in aggregates and the velocity of aggregates were measured. The length, peak actin concentration, distance between aggregate centroid and peak actin concentration, and total number of actin molecules in the comet tail core (the central voxels from the beginning to the end of the imaged comet tail) were also measured (see Materials and methods for details).

![**Aggregation of CD16/7-mCherry--Nck SH3 domains induces actin comet tails.** (A) Representative confocal image of an NIH-3T3 cell cotransfected with GFP-actin and CD16/7-mCherry--Nck SH3 domains. Antibody-induced aggregation of Nck SH3 domains results in robust actin comet tails. A higher magnification of clusters is shown in the inset. Bar, 10 µm. (B) Time-lapse confocal images of two representative (*n* = 145) aggregate/actin comet tails (white and yellow arrows) demonstrate aggregate motility. Images were taken at 30-s intervals over the course of 4.5 min. Bars, 1 µm. (C) Quantitative analysis of individual actin comets. A plot of Nck SH3 molecules in aggregate versus aggregate velocity (*n* = 145) shows no apparent correlation.](JCB_201111113_Fig1){#fig1}

Because antibody-induced Nck SH3 clusters occur in a broad range of sizes and the velocities of the resultant actin comets are also distributed in a broad range, this system allowed us to examine the quantitative relationships between Nck aggregate size, aggregate velocity, and F-actin distribution in vivo. We first compared the number of Nck molecules in aggregates with the translational velocity of aggregates, which should depend on the rate of filament elongation ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that aggregates containing similar numbers of Nck molecules were propelled across the membrane at a wide range of velocities; likewise, aggregates traveling at similar velocities could be composed of any number of Nck molecules. These data suggest that size and velocity are independent properties of individual aggregates and, therefore, are not predictive of one another.

We then looked for separate relationships between actin comet tail characteristics and aggregate size or comet velocity ([Fig. S2, A and B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp3}). In no instance was a strong correlation observed (Pearson correlation coefficients ranging from −0.051 to 0.510). Moderate correlation was seen in several cases, however; for example, total actin molecules in the comet tail were positively correlated with the number of Nck molecules in the aggregate, and peak actin concentration showed a weak negative correlation with aggregate velocity. Overall, quantitative analysis suggests that neither aggregate size nor velocity alone is sufficient to predict actin comet tail characteristics.

Experimentally measured Nck SH3 aggregate size and velocity, together, are predictive of actin comet tail characteristics
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further examine the relationship between Nck SH3 aggregates and actin polymerization---more specifically, whether aggregate size and velocity can be used in concert to predict actin polymerization downstream of Nck aggregates---an optimized version of our model of actin dendritic nucleation ([@bib14]; [@bib24]) was used to simulate the aggregate/actin comet tail system ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables S2--S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp4}; also see Methods and materials). Use of this model allowed us to quantitatively compare biochemical model predictions with experimentally measured in vivo data. Partial differential equation simulations were run using a 2D geometry comprised of 2,142 mesh elements (25.0 µm × 14.0 µm, 153 × 14 mesh units), which matched the X-Z pixel sizes of confocal images used in aggregate and comet tail visualization. Nck SH3 molecules were localized to a patch on the membrane of the simulation space ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the molecular size of the CD16 structure, which has a diameter of ∼5 nm ([@bib55]), the density of molecules within a tightly packed aggregate was estimated to be 25,000 molecules/µm^2^. To verify this approximation, we used this estimated density along with the total number of molecules in an aggregate (obtained from the total fluorescence intensity) to predict the size of 33 aggregates. The physical sizes of these aggregates were then directly determined using the distance between the half-maximum intensity on each side of the aggregate to account for the point spread function of the fluorescence. In all cases, the estimated size agreed with the measured size to within 7%.

![**The Virtual Cell predicts experimental actin comet tail characteristics at steady state if aggregate size and velocity are known.** We adapted a previously published Virtual Cell model to our experimental system to test the theoretical effect of aggregate size and velocity on actin polymerization. Using this model, we show that when aggregate size and velocity are known, actin polymerization downstream of Nck SH3 aggregates can be predicted. (A) Virtual Cell reaction diagram of the simplified actin dendritic nucleation model in which N-WASp is activated on the membrane by Nck. In the Virtual Cell reaction diagram, green circles represent species that participate in reaction, yellow ovals represent biochemical reactions, lines connecting species and reactions indicate the reactants and products of each reaction, and the vertical line in the left schematic designates the separation between membrane and cytosol. The reaction scheme on the left describes membrane reactions, whereas the reaction scheme on the right describes cytosolic reactions. The detailed schematic can be found in the Virtual Cell database under the user JDitlev, model Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Single NWASP Activation of Arp2/3 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation. (B) Example of an Nck-induced actin comet tail from Virtual Cell simulations at steady state. Nck SH3 domains were localized to a patch on the membrane (red membrane mesh units) inducing actin polymerization in the adjacent mesh units in the cytosol (scaled from blue ∼195 µM to red ∼1,500 µM). Actin then flowed away from the Nck SH3 patch, as indicated by the advection arrow, at a constant velocity to mimic actin propulsion of the Nck SH3 aggregate. (C) Predicted versus experimental actin comet tails induced by aggregates traveling at similar velocities (0.060--0.090 µm/s). Experimental data were divided into five groups by aggregate size (*n* = 2--9). The mean experimentally measured actin concentrations from linescans were compared with Virtual Cell predictions. Virtual Cell simulations qualitatively predicted experimental results at a given aggregate velocity. Error bars indicate the SEM of averaged experimental data from each group at each measured point. (D) Predicted versus experimental actin comets tails induced by aggregates with a similar number of Nck SH3 molecules (12,000--22,000 molecules). Experimental data were divided into five groups by velocity (*n* = 2--11). The mean experimentally measured actin concentrations from linescans were compared with Virtual Cell predictions. Virtual Cell simulations predicted experimental results at a given aggregate size. Error bars indicate the SEM of averaged experimental data from each group at each measured point. (E) Four representative comparisons chosen from 145 experimentally measured actin comet tails with corresponding simulations. The following parameters were used for simulations run with the experimentally measured size (Exp.) and velocity of individual Nck SH3 aggregates (VCell): 17,000 molecules, 0.04 µm/s (top left); 10,000 molecules, 0.050 µm/s (top right); 17,000 molecules, 0.057 µm/s (bottom left); and 17,000 molecules, 0.120 µm/s (bottom right).](JCB_201111113_Fig2){#fig2}

In our model, Nck recruits and activates N-WASp, which in turn binds and activates the Arp2/3 complex, inducing localized actin nucleation and polymerization at the Nck SH3 cluster. After Arp2/3 complex activation and branch formation, N-WASp dissociates from the branch, allowing the branch to be released into the cytosol. Branches could then dissociate from ATP- or ADP-P~i~--bound mother filament subunits at a rate of 0.04 s^−1^ or from ADP-bound mother filament subunits at a rate of 0.2 s^−1^ ([@bib26]). Advection of all cytosolic molecules was used to represent aggregate velocity; this corresponds to a moving frame of reference centered on the Nck SH3 cluster. Simulations were run using five different aggregate sizes (corresponding to 6,000, 10,000, 17,000, 25,000, and 34,000 Nck molecules when extrapolated to three dimensions) and five aggregate velocities (0.025, 0.050, 0.075, 0.100, and 0.125 µm/s), spanning the range of measured values for these experimental variables. It is important to note that our model does not include parameters that describe forces acting on the aggregate/comet tail system; however, we would predict that existing forces would have little effect on our modeling databased on results examining the force--velocity relationship in actin-based propulsion ([@bib28]; [@bib62]).

Model predictions of actin distribution in comet tails were consistent with averaged experimental data (*n* = 2--9 aggregates, depending on experimental data available within bins centered on the selected parameter values) when the aggregate size was varied in different simulations at a given velocity ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Each increase in aggregate size led to an increase in the peak actin concentration as well as an increase in the amount of actin in the comet tail core. However, the dependence of peak actin concentration on aggregate size is weak, with a sixfold increase in Nck aggregate size resulting in only a twofold increase in actin. Comparisons of actin comet tail characteristics in aggregates with similar size but differing velocities were also consistent between the model and averaged experimental results (*n* = 2--11 aggregates; [Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Increased aggregate velocity resulted in decreased peak actin concentration and increased centroid-to--peak actin distance, both for simulated and experimentally measured actin comet tails induced by aggregates of varying size. As can be appreciated based on these results, the actin comet tail characteristics depend on both the size and velocity of Nck SH3 clusters.

To further probe the consistency between predicted and averaged experimental comet tails, individual actin comet tails were simulated using experimentally measured aggregate sizes and velocities. This tests the ability of the Virtual Cell model to accurately predict the actin polymerization induced by an experimentally measured aggregate rather than an averaged set of experimental data. Multiple simulations were run using a variety of aggregate sizes and velocities corresponding to individual experimentally analyzed Nck SH3 cluster--induced actin comets. [Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows four typical examples out of 145 individual analyses and illustrates a representative comparison between a predicted and an experimental actin comet tail. The linescans of the actin profiles from both predicted and experimental actin comet tails were similar, despite a modest but consistent overprediction of actin concentration downstream of the peak (this overprediction is most likely caused by the absence of actin-depolymerizing factors, such as cofilin or gelsolin, in our models). Thus, the Virtual Cell model predicts actin polymerization induced by an individual Nck SH3 aggregate. These data demonstrate that even though aggregate size and velocity are independent and cannot individually predict characteristics of actin polymerization, including both parameters in a biochemical model is predictive of actin polymerization downstream of Nck SH3 aggregates.

Actin polymerization is highly sensitive to Nck density
-------------------------------------------------------

Although previous studies have demonstrated that high local Nck density results in localized actin polymerization ([@bib54]; [@bib47], [@bib48]; [@bib33]), the quantitative relationship between Nck density and actin polymerization has not been examined. We addressed this question directly using the aforementioned approach to quantify aggregate and comet tail characteristics in vivo. To produce aggregates containing different densities of Nck SH3 molecules, the fluorescent Nck fusion protein (CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA) was coexpressed with a dummy fusion lacking Nck SH3 domains (CD16-7--mCerulean-HA) at a variety of ratios in NIH-3T3 fibroblasts stably expressing YFP-actin. Western blots were performed to ensure that varying the amount of each transfected construct resulted in the expected levels of expression of Nck SH3 and dummy fusion proteins (Fig. S1 C). In cotransfected fibroblasts, antibody-induced aggregation resulted in the formation of aggregates composed of both Nck SH3 and dummy molecules, as indicated by colocalized mCherry and mCerulean fluorescence; total amounts of each species were quantified for each aggregate.

Qualitative assessment of aggregates indicated that actin polymerization was highly sensitive to Nck density ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp5}). Aggregates composed of 0--20% Nck SH3 induced no detectable local actin polymerization ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas aggregates composed of 20--80% Nck SH3 induced actin polymerization ranging from light actin spots slightly above the background YFP-actin fluorescence to dense actin spots ([Fig. 3, B--D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Aggregates composed of 80--100% Nck SH3 induced actin polymerization in the form of robust actin comet tails ([Fig. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Representative experimental images of aggregates containing different densities of Nck SH3 molecules.** (A--E) To test the effect of decreasing Nck SH3 density on localized actin polymerization, Nck SH3 domains with dummy fusion proteins were cotransfected and aggregated, resulting in aggregates of varying density. In individual images, CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA is red, CD16-7--mCerulean-HA is cyan, and YFP-actin is green. For the mCherry-Nck/YFP-actin merged images, brightness and contrast have been adjusted to allow for comparison of Nck SH3 density-dependent actin polymerization associated with Nck SH3 aggregates. Higher magnifications of clusters are shown in the insets. Bars, 10 µm. (A) Aggregates containing 80--100% dummy and 0--20% Nck SH3 (0--5,000 Nck SH3/µm^2^) induce no detectable actin polymerization. (B) Aggregates containing 60--80% dummy and 20--40% Nck SH3 (5,000--10,000 Nck SH3/µm^2^) induce minimal actin polymerization that results in the formation of sparse actin spots. (C) Aggregates containing 40--60% dummy and 40--60% Nck SH3 (10,000--15,000 Nck SH3/µm^2^) induce actin polymerization that results in the formation of dense actin spots. (D) Aggregates containing 20--40% dummy and 60--80% Nck SH3 (15,000--20,000 Nck SH3/µm^2^) induce actin polymerization that results in the formation of dense actin spots or short actin comet tails. (E) Aggregates containing 0--20% dummy and 80--100% Nck SH3 (20,000--25,000 Nck SH3/µm^2^) induce actin polymerization that results in the formation of a robust actin comet tail.](JCB_201111113_Fig3){#fig3}

These qualitative observations were supported by quantitative measurements of comet tail properties. Comet tail length, total number of actin molecules in the comet tail core, peak actin concentration, and distance between aggregate centroid and peak actin concentration were plotted against Nck SH3 density ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Peak actin concentration increased in a nonlinear fashion until it plateaued at 90% Nck SH3 density, whereas all other metrics of actin polymerization increased in a nonlinear fashion from 0 to 100% Nck SH3 density. Interestingly, aggregate velocity, which we previously showed to be independent of aggregate size ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), has a strong dependency on Nck SH3 density ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). With regard to the actin distributions in comet tails ([Fig. 4, B--E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), statistically significant differences were observed between the bins of Nck SH3 domain densities. Surprisingly, even the 80--99 and 100% densities displayed significant differences in comet tail length, number of comet tail F-actin subunits, and the distance between the Nck cluster and the peak actin in the comet ([Fig. 4, B, C, and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we conclude that the dependence of comet features on Nck SH3 domain density is highly nonlinear: small decreases in density \<100% lead to disproportionately large decreases in actin polymerization. This strong density dependence prompted us to use our Virtual Cell model to evaluate different specific quantitative models of Nck SH3--dependent actin polymerization.

![**Quantitative analysis of aggregates of various Nck SH3 density.** (A--E) Aggregates were divided into different groups based on their Nck SH3 density. Measured characteristics of individual aggregates were averaged and plotted against Nck SH3 density. Error bars indicate SEM of each density group. Significance is indicated by asterisks above data points (P \< 0.05), with each notation indicating a significant difference between each set of data. The plots show that increasing Nck SH3 density results in a nonlinear increase in the velocity of aggregates (A), actin comet tail length (B), number of actin molecules in the comet tail core (C), the peak actin concentration in actin foci or comet tails (D), and the distance between the aggregate centroid and the peak actin concentration in aggregate-induced actin structures (E). These data are also presented as the experimental dataset in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} to allow for comparison with model predictions.](JCB_201111113_Fig4){#fig4}

Alternative models of actin polymerization induced by the Nck--N-WASp--Arp2/3 pathway
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our original kinetic model for actin dendritic nucleation ([@bib14]) was concerned with rates of actin polymerization at an activated lamellipodium and did not address the mechanism of Arp2/3 complex activation; we simply activated the Arp2/3 complex as it was recruited to the membrane. To understand the behavior shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, however, it is necessary to explicitly consider the mechanisms for Nck recruitment of N-WASp and its activation of the Arp2/3 complex. In the simplest mechanism, one Nck molecule binds and activates a single N-WASp, which in turn binds and activates a single Arp2/3 complex in a 1:1:1 stoichiometry. We mathematically describe the 1:1:1 mechanism using mass-action kinetics for both N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex activation as follows: *k~f~* × Nck SH3 × N-WASp − *k~r~* × active N-WASp (for N-WASp activation) and *k~f~* × active N-WASp × Arp2/3 − *k~r~* × active Arp2/3 (for Arp2/3 activation).

However, evidence has suggested that two N-WASp molecules are required to recruit and activate a single Arp2/3 complex, thus requiring a stoichiometry of two Nck/two N-WASp/one Arp2/3 to induce actin polymerization ([@bib20]; [@bib36], [@bib37]; [@bib52]; [@bib35]; [@bib59]). In this 2:2:1 reaction scheme, Nck SH3 activation of N-WASp is described as a bimolecular interaction, the same as that used in the 1:1:1 reaction scheme. Unlike the 1:1:1 reaction scheme, Arp2/3 complex activation is modified to account for its dependence on N-WASp dimerization. The tightly packed lattice of molecules generated by antibody-induced aggregation of CD16-7 molecules can be characterized by the mean number of N-WASp binding sites and the mean number of Arp2/3 complex binding sites per lattice site. We derive that the activation mechanism for the 2:2:1 scheme for N-WASp activation and Arp2/3 activation, respectively, is$$kf \times \text{Nck\ SH3} \times \text{N-WASp} - kr \times \text{active\ N-WASp\ and}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{total\ lattice\ sites} \times \left( \frac{3}{2} \right) \times kf \times \left( \frac{\text{active\ N-WASp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right)^{2} \times} \\
{\text{Arp2/3} - kr \times \text{active\ Arp2/3},} \\
\end{array}$$where the factor of (3/2) represents the number of nearest neighbors that can participate in Arp2/3 complex binding while preventing overcounting. A detailed description of the derivation of the 2:2:1 reaction mechanism can be found under Modeling 2:2:1 and 4:2:1 Nck--N-WASp--Arp2/3 complex binding using Virtual Cell in Materials and methods.

To assess which mechanism was correct, the effect of Nck SH3 aggregate density on actin nucleation and polymerization was modeled using the aforementioned mechanisms of Nck SH3 activation of the N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex (1:1:1 and 2:2:1). Because there is a reported 180-fold--higher binding affinity for dimerized N-WASp VCA (verprolin, cofilin, and acidic) to Arp2/3 (2:2:1 model) versus monomeric N-WASp VCA to Arp2/3 (1:1:1 model; [@bib36]), the *k~r~* was decreased by 180 fold (from 1.6 to 0.009 s^−1^) to account for a decreased Arp2/3 complex off rate caused by stabilization of the multivalent complex. A 2D geometry of 1,400 mesh units (25.0 µm × 14.0 µm, 100 × 14 mesh elements) was created and used to test actin polymerization after Arp2/3 activation. Simulations were performed with five aggregate sizes (corresponding to 1,560, 6,250, 14,000, 25,000, and 39,000 molecules when extrapolated to three dimensions), seven densities of Nck SH3 domains (0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100% Nck), and seven velocities (0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.025, 0.050, 0.100, and 0.150 µm/s). These parameters were selected to span the range of experimentally measured values. This amounted to 490 simulations, 245 for each of the two postulated stoichiometries. Once steady state was reached, actin comet tail length, total number of actin molecules in the comet tail core, peak actin concentration, and distance from aggregate centroid to the peak actin concentration were calculated from each simulation.

Comparison of simulation results and experimental results revealed striking differences in actin polymerization patterns, depending on the density of Nck SH3 ([Fig. 5, A--D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The experimental data at a given density is a mean over patches with varying sizes and velocities. To properly compare our simulation results with these data, for each density, we ran several simulations with varying patch sizes and velocities and then took a weighted mean of these results to reflect the actual experimental population. This averaging procedure produced a nonmonotonic, jagged-looking curve for the 1:1:1 mechanism. Furthermore, actin polymerization increased in an approximately linear fashion as the density of Nck increased from 0 to 50%, predicting that actin polymerization would be experimentally measureable even when induced by the lowest measured densities of Nck SH3 aggregates. When the 2:2:1 mechanism was used to induce actin polymerization, actin polymerization increased in an approximately linear fashion from 30 to 90% Nck density with a nonlinear increase at 100% Nck density. When compared with experimental data, results from the 2:2:1 model, although much improved over the 1:1:1 stoichiometry, overpredicted the amount of actin polymerization induced by aggregates composed of 30--90% Nck.

![**Comparison between experimental results and Virtual Cell biochemical model predictions from simulations using different mechanisms of Arp2/3 activation.** (A--D) Quantitative Virtual Cell biochemical simulations were performed using three different mechanisms of N-WASp (NW) and Arp2/3 complex activation, five different aggregate sizes, six different aggregate velocities, and seven different Nck SH3 densities. Models were simulated using experimentally measured aggregate sizes, velocities, and densities. Simulation results were weighted based on experimentally measured aggregate size and velocity distributions to allow for an accurate comparison of predicted and experimental results. The plots show comparisons of simulation results from models using one Nck/one N-WASp/one Arp2/3, two Nck/two N-WASp/one Arp2/3, or four Nck/two N-WASp/one Arp2/3 with experimentally measured actin comet tail length (A), number of actin molecules in the comet tail core (B), peak actin concentration (C), and distance between aggregate centroid and peak actin concentration (D). For each measured actin comet tail characteristic, the 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 activation scheme best predicted experimental results, suggesting that this mechanism, and not the 1:1:1 or 2:2:1 mechanism, was responsible for the activation of Arp2/3 downstream of Nck SH3 domains. For graphs on right, data have been normalized to the maximum values within each group to allow for another comparison of predicted and experimental results. The data for the experimental datasets are duplicated from [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for comparison with model predictions.](JCB_201111113_Fig5){#fig5}

The poor fit between model predictions and experimental data prompted us to explore other possible Arp2/3 complex activation mechanisms. One possible mechanism involves endogenous Nck being recruited to aggregates, for example through binding to other sites on the proline-rich region of N-WASp or proteins to which the Nck SH2 domain or SH3 domains can bind, resulting in a nonmeasured increase in Nck SH3 domains at the aggregates. In this scenario, recruitment of endogenous Nck could then lead to an increase in the number of N-WASp molecules bound, resulting in the nonlinear actin polymerization observed in our experimentally measured data. To determine the potential for this mechanism to cause the observed nonlinear actin polymerization downstream of Nck SH3 aggregates, we first compared the amount of expressed mCherry--Nck SH3 to endogenous Nck in lysates obtained from transfected NIH-3T3 cells by Western blotting (Fig. S1 D). The Western blot results, when normalized for transfection efficiency, indicate that mCherry-Nck exists at an approximately sevenfold-higher concentration than endogenous Nck before aggregation in transfected cells. After aggregation, the local concentration of mCherry-Nck fusions would be even greater, leading us to conclude that although endogenous Nck may be present at aggregates of Nck SH3 domains, its effect on nonlinear actin polymerization would be minimal.

Another possible mechanism involves WASp-interacting protein (WIP), a protein known to bind independently to the middle SH3 domain of Nck and to the WH1 domain of N-WASp ([@bib2]; [@bib7]; [@bib58]; [@bib61]). WIP has been shown to be present at Nck SH3 aggregates by immunofluorescence ([@bib47]). Other studies have shown that WIP is essential for optimal actin polymerization downstream of Nck and N-WASp ([@bib2]; [@bib18]; [@bib31]; [@bib7]; [@bib53]; [@bib58]). We postulated that while one Nck molecule binds directly to the proline-rich domain of N-WASp, a second Nck molecule might bind the WH1 domain of N-WASP indirectly, bridged by WIP ([@bib35]). In this model, each activated N-WASp is bound to one WIP and two Nck molecules. Because two active N-WASp molecules are required for efficient Arp2/3 complex activation, our proposed Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 stoichiometry is 4:2:1. The approach used to mathematically describe this mechanism involves weight and probability-dependent N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex activation and is as follows for N-WASp and Arp2/3 activation, respectively:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{total\ lattice\ sites} \times \left( \frac{3}{2} \right) \times kf \times \text{N-WASp} \times \left( \frac{\text{Nck\ SH3}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right)^{2} \times} \\
{\left( \frac{1}{1 - 3\left( \frac{\text{active\ Arp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right) - \left( \frac{\text{active\ N-WASp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right)} \right) -} \\
{kr \times \text{active\ N-WASp\ and}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{total\ lattice\ sites} \times \left( \frac{3}{4} \right) \times kf \times \text{Arp2/3} \times \left( \frac{2 \times \text{active\ N-WASp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right)^{2} \times} \\
{\left( \frac{1}{1 - 3\left( \frac{\text{active\ Arp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right) - \left( \frac{\text{active\ N-WASp}}{\text{total\ lattice\ sites}} \right)} \right) - kr \times \text{active\ Arp2/3}.} \\
\end{array}$$Here, the factors of (3/2) and (3/4) represent the number of nearest neighbors that can participate in N-WASp or Arp2/3 complex binding while preventing overcounting (see Materials and methods for details on how these formulae were derived).

Using this 4:2:1 stoichiometry, we found a remarkable correspondence between experimentally measured comet tail values and computationally predicted values. Quantitative predictions of comet tail length and the total number of actin molecules in the comet tail core were virtually identical to the measured data from 0 to 70% and slightly overpredicted at 90 and 100%, which was expected, given our previous simulations in [Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} showing a consistent overprediction of actin, likely caused by the absence of actin-depolymerizing factors in our model (left graphs in [Fig. 5 \[A and B\]](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Predicted peak actin concentration and distance between aggregate centroid and peak actin concentration were not identical to experimentally measured values, but the curves were very similar (i.e., the model accurately predicted the ratios of values between different density groups; left graphs in [Fig. 5 \[C and D\]](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, when predicted and experimentally measured data were internally normalized to the maximum value within each group, as shown in the right graphs of [Fig. 5 (A--D)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, experimental data curves were virtually identical to simulation results from models run with the 4:2:1 mechanism. These results strongly suggest that of the three models tested, the 4:2:1 model most accurately predicts the effects of Nck density on experimentally measured actin comet tail properties. It is also important to note that the differences between the 1:1:1 model used in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and the more accurate 4:2:1 model are insignificant (≤10% for all measurements) when Nck SH3 density is at 100%, allowing us to use the 1:1:1 model predictions for results shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

WIP is essential for activation of the Arp2/3 complex by Nck aggregation
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test our hypothesis that WIP functions as a bridge between Nck and N-WASp in Nck-induced actin polymerization ([@bib2], [@bib3]; [@bib58]; [@bib61]), Nck SH3 domains were aggregated in WIP wild-type (WT) and knockout (KO) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). As expected, Nck aggregates induced actin comet tail formation in WIP WT cells ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} \[top\] and [Video 3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp6}). In contrast, Nck aggregates did not induce actin comet tails in WIP KO cells ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} \[bottom\] and Video 3). To confirm that WIP is necessary for Nck-induced actin comet tail formation, WIP KO MEFs were rescued with GFP-WIP. Nck aggregates induced actin comet tails with GFP-WIP localizing to the Nck aggregate at the front of the actin comet tail ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Video 3). The role of WIP was further examined by testing N-WASp recruitment to Nck aggregates in WIP KO and WT MEFs and WIP recruitment to Nck aggregates in N-WASp KO and WT MEFs. In WIP KO MEFs, GFP--N-WASp was not recruited to Nck aggregates, nor was actin polymerization induced by Nck aggregates ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} \[top\]). Conversely, GFP--N-WASp is recruited to Nck aggregates in WIP WT MEFs, and actin polymerization is induced ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} \[bottom\]). In both N-WASp KO and WT MEFs, GFP-WIP is recruited to Nck SH3 aggregates. As expected, actin polymerization is only induced in N-WASp WT cells ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib47]). These data confirm the suggestion by [@bib61] that WIP is required for recruitment of N-WASp to Nck.

![**WIP is an essential component of the Nck--N-WASp--Arp2/3 pathway.** (A--D) Confocal images of either WIP WT and KO or N-WASp WT and KO MEFs transfected with a combination of mCherry-actin, membrane-bound Nck SH3 fusion, and GFP-WIP or GFP--N-WASp demonstrate the necessity of WIP for Nck-induced, N-WASp--dependent actin polymerization. Higher magnifications of clusters are shown in the insets. Bars, 10 µm. (A) Antibody-induced aggregation of Nck SH3 domains (green) induces the formation of actin comet tails (red) in WIP WT MEFs (top) but does not induce actin polymerization in WIP KO MEFs (bottom). (B) Aggregation of Nck SH3 domains (cyan) in WIP KO MEFs rescued with GFP-WIP (green) induces actin comet tails (red) similar to those seen in WIP WT MEFs. (C) Nck SH3 aggregates (cyan) neither recruit GFP--N-WASp (green) nor induce actin polymerization (red) in WIP KO MEFs (top), whereas Nck SH3 aggregates in WIP WT MEFs both recruit GFP--N-WASp and induce actin polymerization (bottom). (D) Nck SH3 aggregates (cyan) recruit GFP-WIP (green) in both N-WASp KO MEFs (top) and N-WASp WT MEFs (bottom) but only induce actin polymerization (red) in N-WASp WT MEFs.](JCB_201111113_Fig6){#fig6}

Having established that WIP is essential for N-WASp recruitment to Nck SH3 aggregates, we then tested whether WIP may function as a bridge between one Nck molecule and N-WASp, allowing a second Nck molecule to bind and activate N-WASp by binding its proline-rich domain. We hypothesized that because WIP binds exclusively to the middle SH3 domain of Nck ([@bib2]), N-WASp would be recruited, through WIP, to aggregates composed of Nck SH3 domain 2, whereas aggregates composed of both Nck SH3 (2) and Nck SH3 (1+2+3) would induce actin structures similar to those seen induced by 100% Nck SH3 (1+2+3) aggregates. To test these hypotheses, CD16-7 fusion proteins containing Nck SH3 (1), Nck SH3 (2), Nck SH3 (1+2+3), and/or the CD16-7--dummy fusion were aggregated and visualized using Alexa Fluor 647--labeled secondary antibody. The results of these coaggregation experiments are illustrated in [Fig. S3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp7}. As previously shown ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), 50 and 100% Nck SH3 (1+2+3) aggregates recruited GFP--N-WASp and induced actin polymerization in the form of actin spots and actin comet tails, respectively. Aggregation of Nck SH3 (1), which does not strongly bind either WIP or N-WASp, did not recruit GFP--N-WASp nor induce actin polymerization. In contrast, GFP--N-WASp was recruited to Nck SH3 (2) aggregates, and these aggregates induced the formation of sparse actin spots but not comet tails. Aggregates composed of 50% Nck SH3 (2) and 50% Nck SH3 (1+2+3), however, recruited GFP--N-WASp and induced the formation of robust actin structures similar to those induced by 100% Nck SH3 1+2+3 aggregates. These observations suggest that N-WASp is fully activated only when binding sites for both WIP (Nck SH3 2) and N-WASp (Nck SH3 1+2+3) are present in aggregates.

These results demonstrate that WIP plays an essential role in Nck-induced actin polymerization through the N-WASp--Arp2/3 pathway by recruiting N-WASp to Nck. Furthermore, they lend experimental support to our modeling-based prediction that a single Arp2/3 complex is activated downstream of four Nck molecules and two N-WASp molecules (with WIP providing the bridge between one Nck molecule and the WH1 domain of N-WASp).

Discussion
==========

Using a combination of computational modeling and quantitative experimentation, we have uncovered two novel attributes of Nck-stimulated actin polymerization in living cells: (1) its strong dependence on the local density rather than the absolute number of Nck molecules and (2) the apparent requirement of a 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 stoichiometry for the assembly of a productive complex (model summarized in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the present studies underscore the power of combining computational predictions with rigorous hypothesis testing using quantitative experimental approaches. The computational model that best fit in vivo experimental evidence was one in which four Nck molecules in close physical proximity were required to activate an Arp2/3 complex to nucleate new actin filaments. The scaffolding protein WIP provided a plausible mechanism for engaging two Nck molecules to bind and activate a single N-WASp molecule, and further experimentation demonstrated a requirement for WIP for Nck-induced actin polymerization. Accordingly, we propose that one Nck molecule directly binds (via all three SH3 domains) the proline-rich region of N-WASp, whereas another Nck molecule indirectly contributes to the formation of an active N-WASp complex through an interaction (via the second Nck SH3 domain) with WIP. The 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 stoichiometry in our working model is also consistent with the requirement for dimerization/oligomerization for the enhancement of N-WASp activity by SH3 domain--containing proteins first demonstrated by [@bib36].

![**Proposed 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 mechanism leading to actin polymerization.** In our proposed mechanism, two Nck molecules bind each N-WASp; one Nck molecule binds directly to the proline-rich region of N-WASp, whereas a second Nck molecule binds the proline-rich region of WIP, which in turn binds the WH1 domain of N-WASp. Two activated N-WASp molecules then bind and activate Arp2/3, resulting in actin filament nucleation and polymerization. Although not drawn precisely to scale, the molecular mechanism presented here is intended to demonstrate the spatial arrangement of all proteins near the membrane in our experimental system. B, basic region; GBD, GTPase binding domain; WBD, WASp binding domain.](JCB_201111113_Fig7){#fig7}

The cooperative interaction of Nck and WIP in N-WASP activation in vivo demonstrated in this study is further supported by previous findings of colocalization of Nck and WIP at sites of actin polymerization in cells and from in vitro studies of actin polymerization using purified components. [@bib58] demonstrated that N-WASp activity increased when both Nck and WIP were present in reaction mixtures compared with N-WASp activity when only Nck or WIP was included. In addition to these in vitro results, [@bib61] suggested that WIP is required for N-WASp recruitment to Nck during Vaccinia virus infection in vivo.

The mechanistic insights from the current study provide a new conceptual framework for understanding critical cellular processes that rely on Nck-stimulated F-actin assembly. For instance, during both invadopodia formation in tumor cells and T cell activation, processes that involve N-WASp and WASp, respectively, scaffolding proteins are phosphorylated at multiple tyrosine residues and thereby recruit multiple Nck molecules. In T cell activation, SLP-76 is phosphorylated at three sites, which can recruit Nck, and the Nck/SLP-76 ratio at sites of T cell receptor activation is 2:1 ([@bib5]). If any combination of these sites is mutated, actin polymerization is impaired during T cell activation. Similarly, during invadopodia formation, cortactin is phosphorylated at two tyrosine residues, each of which can recruit Nck. If either phosphotyrosine site is mutated, actin polymerization is ablated, and no invadopodia form ([@bib33]). Furthermore, WIP is present at sites of both T cell activation and invadopodia formation ([@bib53]; [@bib64]). Additionally, mutations in WASp-affecting WIP binding are found in ∼50% of patients with Wiskott--Aldrich syndrome, an immunodeficiency disorder in which lymphocytes, including T cells, cannot properly activate or migrate as a result of actin cytoskeletal abnormalities ([@bib56]; [@bib51]; [@bib44]). Such mutations would prevent WIP from binding and recruiting WASp to Nck at sites of T cell receptor activation, decreasing localized actin polymerization. Thus, our proposed mechanism underscores the importance of the cooperative interactions of WIP and Nck in WASp or N-WASp activation, leading to actin polymerization in physiological systems.

Another study has demonstrated the importance of effector molecule density on N-WASp activation. In their study, [@bib38] showed that as the density of PIP~2~ (which binds N-WASp and promotes its activation) on the membrane increased, actin polymerization downstream of N-WASp increased in a nonlinear manner, similar to what we observed for Nck. Our results, coupled with their data, suggest such cooperative interactions are general mechanisms that prevent adventitious activation by low levels of input signal. For instance, a strong external stimulus that activates many receptors on a small region of membrane will greatly increase the density of phosphotyrosine residues in the stimulated region of the membrane. These phosphotyrosine residues will recruit Nck, resulting in locally high Nck density, which in turn will induce a strong actin response to the stimulus. Conversely, if a weak external stimulus activates only a few receptors across the surface of a cell, the low density of phosphotyrosine residues will result in the recruitment of relatively few Nck molecules. The likelihood that four Nck molecules will be recruited immediately adjacent to each other will be extremely low. Because four Nck molecules are required to drive Arp2/3 activation, the cell will not mount a strong actin response to the stimulus. Thus, the 4:2:1 stoichiometry imposes a threshold below which there is little, if any, response. The requirement for four closely apposed Nck molecules will also favor responses to proteins with multiple tyrosine phosphorylation sites or instances in which tyrosine kinases and their substrates are clustered to promote high local density of phosphorylated sites.

In summary, using computational modeling and experimental manipulation of Nck SH3 domains, we provide functional insights into the quantitative relationship between Nck and downstream actin polymerization as well as describe a previously unappreciated mechanism by which Nck induces N-WASp--dependent actin polymerization. The 4:2:1 Nck/N-WASp/Arp2/3 mechanism described by our study may also provide insights into the molecular basis for T cell activation and invadopodia formation in invasive cancers. In addition to unraveling the complex molecular interactions driving Nck- and N-WASp--dependent actin polymerization, our quantitative biochemical modeling and precise quantitative experimental techniques are likely to be useful in further studying Nck as well as other cytoskeletal effectors.

Materials and methods
=====================

Biochemical modeling
--------------------

All simulations were performed with the Virtual Cell modeling software, using a simplified actin dendritic nucleation model based on the actin dendritic nucleation model published in [@bib14]. The original model consists of 46 chemical species and 106 reactions and provides an accurate description of both in vitro and in vivo actin networks. However, the original model runs slowly when used with realistic spatial geometries, and we therefore simplified this original model to decrease computation time. We used four approaches to simplify the model: eliminate unnecessary species, eliminate unimportant reactions, lump two species into a single species when appropriate, and use computationally faster functions wherever possible (Tables S2--S4). The final simplified model consists of 26 species and 67 reactions and generally runs 3--30 times faster than the old model, depending on simulation parameters and geometry. To verify that the simplified model sufficiently described actin polymerization, simulations were run using both the simplified and original models. Results from each model agreed to within 10%. The consistency between results from the simplified model and the original model allowed us to use the simplified model for our study. The models used in this study can be found in the Online supplemental material section as well as in the Virtual Cell public database under user JDitlev with the following model names: Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Single NWASP Activation of Arp2/3 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation (1:1:1 model); Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Dimer NWASP Activation of Arp2/3 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation (2:2:1 model); and Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Dimer Nck Binds NWASP With Dimer NWASP Activation of Arp2/3 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation (4:2:1 model).

Viral production and infection
------------------------------

HEK293T cells were transfected by calcium phosphate precipitation with a pMSCV-puro retroviral vector containing YFP-actin plus viral packaging plasmids pMD.env and pMD.gag.pol. Medium containing virus was harvested within 48 h after transfection. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were infected with YFP-actin--encoding virus in the presence of 2 µg/ml polybrene (Millipore). Infected cells were drug selected with 1.0 µg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 4 wk to establish a stable cell line. Cells were kept for 5 wk for further experiments.

Plasmid construction, cell culture, transfection, immunoblotting, and antibody-induced Nck SH3 domain aggregation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Constructs encoding fusion proteins consisting of the extracellular domain of human CD16, the transmembrane domain of human CD7, mCherry, all three SH3 domains of human Nck, and an HA epitope tag were generated. Constructs encoding fusion proteins consisting of CD16, CD7, mCerulean, and HA tag (dummy) were also generated (Fig. S1 B). Expression of constructs was tested after NIH-3T3 fibroblast transfection using Western blotting. To test levels of CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA versus CD16-7--mCerulean-HA (dummy) after transfections of different ratios of construct (CD16-Nck/CD16-dummy at 1:1 and 1:3), lysates from CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA and CD16-7--mCerulean-HA cotransfected were obtained and subjected to SDS-PAGE. After transfer to nitrocellulose membrane, blots were probed with polyclonal anti-HA antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) to assess the expressed ratios of CD16-Nck/CD16-dummy proteins (Fig. S1 C). To test expression levels of CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA compared with endogenous Nck, lysates from CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA-transfected cells were obtained and subjected to SDS-PAGE. After transfer to nitrocellulose membrane, blots were probed with polyclonal anti-Nck affinity-purified antiserum to assess CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA expression versus endogenous Nck expression (Fig. S1 D).

For imaging, stable YFP-actin--expressing NIH-3T3 cells were cultured in DME supplemented with 10% calf serum and 1% Pen/strep solution (Mediatech Inc.). Stable YFP-actin--expressing NIH-3T3 cells were cotransfected with vectors harboring mCherry-labeled Nck SH3 fusion and mCerulean-labeled dummy fusion constructs. After transfection, cells were passed to 35-mm glass-bottomed culture dishes (MatTek Corporation). Approximately 36 h after transfection, aggregation of membrane-bound Nck and/or membrane-bound mCerulean was accomplished through antibody-mediated cross-linking (Fig. S1 A). Cells were incubated with a monoclonal antibody against human CD16 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) at a concentration of 0.75 µg/ml in complete medium for 20 min at 37°C. After washing cells with complete medium to remove excess anti-CD16 antibody, cells were incubated with an unlabeled goat anti--mouse IgG (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a concentration of 0.50 µg/ml for 30 min at 37°C. Unbound antibody was removed from the cells by washing with complete medium, and cells were immediately imaged using confocal microscopy.

Live-cell imaging and image analysis of Nck aggregates
------------------------------------------------------

For experiments shown in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were cotransfected with GFP-actin and mCherry-labeled Nck SH3 domain constructs. For experiments examining the effect of Nck SH3 density on actin polymerization ([Figs. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), NIH-3T3 fibroblasts stably expressing YFP-actin were cotransfected with CD16/7-mCherry--Nck SH3--HA and/or CD16/7-mCerulean-HA constructs. Transfected cells were cultured in pH indicator--free DME (Invitrogen) in glass-bottomed culture dishes and maintained at 37°C using a stage/objective heating system (Carl Zeiss and Bioptechs, respectively). Live-cell images were obtained using a spinning microlens confocal system (UltraView; PerkinElmer) mounted on an inverted microscope (TE2000; Nikon) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera (Orca-ER Firewire; Hamamatsu Photonics) and a 40× 1.25 NA or 60× 1.4 NA oil immersion objective or a confocal microscope (LSM 780; Carl Zeiss) with a 63× 1.4 NA oil immersion objective using either MetaMorph (Molecular Devices) or ZEN (Carl Zeiss) software, respectively, to acquire the time-lapse images. This experimental procedure results in CD16 fusion protein aggregation on the membrane of cells; however, some of these aggregates may be internalized. Because of the thickness of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and the z resolution of the confocal microscopes used in this study, it is difficult to determine which aggregates, if any, are internalized by the cell.

Using a previously described plug-in in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health), aggregates and actin comet tails were identified for further analysis in a nonbiased manner ([@bib52]). The algorithm relied on two user inputs for proper detection of mCherry--Nck SH3 aggregates: aggregate radius in pixels and intensity threshold. By defining a radius (i.e., 3--8 pixels) and minimum threshold (i.e., top 5% of intense pixels), most of the background fluorescence was eliminated, allowing for analysis of only specific aggregates that fit user-defined criteria. Detection of GFP-actin comet tails was accomplished using the same technique. After detection of both aggregates and comet tails, the software used a multipass algorithm to pair detected aggregates with comet tails for further analysis.

After aggregate and comet tail identification, MetaMorph was used to measure the fluorescent intensity of aggregates and comet tails, to measure length of comet tails, and to track comet tail polymerization over the course of the image time series. Algorithm-identified aggregates were analyzed for number of molecules (size) and velocity using the methods described in the next section. Corresponding comet tails, as identified by our algorithm, were analyzed for actin comet tail length, total fluorescent intensity, peak actin fluorescent intensity, and actin fluorescent distribution along the length of the tail.

Fluorescent protein quantification and fluorescence per molecule calculations
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two methods were used to determine the fluorescence per molecule of the mCherry-labeled Nck construct. These methods were both used in obtained data used in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, whereas only the first method described here was used to obtain data used in [Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The first method used imaging a purified GST-tagged mCerulean or GST-tagged fusion protein containing all three Nck SH3 domains labeled with mCherry ([@bib17]). A 10-µl droplet of purified fusion protein was placed in mineral oil and allowed to settle on the bottom of a glass-bottomed plate. Images from the center of the droplet were obtained using the spinning microlens confocal system previously described and analyzed for absolute fluorescence using MetaMorph and ImageJ analysis software. The maximum measured intensity of purified mCherry and mCerulean was 119 and 102 arbitrary units (AU; maximum of 255 AU), respectively. These intensities were higher than the maximum intensity measured from mCherry- or mCerulean-labeled aggregates (89 and 43 AU \[maximum of 255\], respectively), which ensured that extrapolation of aggregate intensity to unmeasured purified protein intensities was unnecessary, thus allowing for confident fluorescence per molecule calculations. The concentration of purified GST-mCherry-Nck fusion or GST-mCerulean proteins was calculated from A~280~ measurements obtained using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The fluorescence per molecule was calculated using the fluorescence and concentration measurements of the GST-mCherry--Nck SH3 or GST-mCerulean--purified proteins.

The second method used imaging of transfected cells coupled with quantitative Western blotting ([@bib63]). Cells transfected with mCherry-labeled, membrane-bound Nck were evenly split 1:4 to four plates and allowed to grow overnight. For this method of fluorescence per molecule calibration, one plate was used to count the number of cells (both transfected and nontransfected) to determine the number of cells/plate and the transfection efficiency, one plate was used to obtain cell lysates, one plate was used to image total cell fluorescence from mCherry-Nck--transfected cells, and the final plate was used to image actin comet tails. Cell counts were obtained using a hemocytometer, and transfection efficiency was determined by counting both fluorescent and nonfluorescent cells using a brightfield microscope with a fluorescent filter for mCherry. Cell lysates were harvested from transfected cells, and the volume was measured. Lysates and GST-Nck-HA fusion proteins of known concentrations were subjected to SDS-PAGE, with GST-Nck-HA fusion proteins used to create a standard concentration curve used to determine the concentration of CD16-7--mCherry-Nck fusion proteins in transfected cells. After transfer to nitrocellulose membranes, blots were probed with a polyclonal anti-HA antibody followed by goat anti--rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. Blots were developed, and band density was measured using tools available in ImageJ analysis software. Using the GST-Nck-HA standard curve, lysate concentration of mCherry-labeled Nck fusion protein was determined. Using the total number of cells and transfection efficiency, as determined through cell counting, the measured lysate volume, and the concentration of CD16-7--mCherry-Nck measured by Western blotting, the total number of CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3 molecules was calculated. Images of transfected and nontransfected cells were obtained using the spinning microlens confocal system previously described and analyzed for total cell fluorescence using MetaMorph analysis software (images were also used to confirm the transfection efficiency of each experiment by counting the number of transfected cells vs. nontransfected cells). The total integrated fluorescence density of transfected cells was measured using MetaMorph. Using the calculated number of mCherry-Nck per fluorescent cell and the measured integrated density of fluorescent cells, the fluorescence per molecule was calculated.

The calculated fluorescence per molecule from each method was compared and found to be within 2% of each other for each experimental run, as both calibrations were performed for each experimental run used to collect data used in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As previously stated, because of the similarity between the methods, only the first described method was used for all density experiments described in [Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. To obtain the fluorescence per molecule of individual aggregates, each aggregate was convolved using the point spread function. The integrated density of each convolved aggregate was then divided by the calculated total fluorescence per molecule to obtain the number of fluorescently tagged molecules per aggregate.

Because mCherry-Nck aggregates were quantified using confocal fluorescent microscopy, it was necessary to determine whether aggregation of fluorescent mCherry--Nck SH3 was inducing autoquenching of the mCherry, a phenomenon previously observed in other fluorophores at high concentrations ([@bib10]; [@bib16]). NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were transfected with CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3. After transfection, cells were split at 1:2 to one glass-bottomed dish for imaging and one culture dish for lysate collection. Before imaging, lysates were collected from the split transfected cells. Western blots were performed and quantified, as previously described. 88 transfected control cells, in which aggregation was not induced, and 35 experimental cells, in which aggregation was induced, were imaged using the previously described spinning-disc microscope. Total cellular fluorescence was measured using MetaMorph in both control and experimental cells. Using our previously described method of fluorescence per molecule calculations by fluorescence imaging and Western blot analysis, it was determined that the concentration of mCherry in aggregates was not inducing autoquenching of the fluorophore, as control and experimental measurements resulted in 96% similar fluorescence per molecule calculations. These results are described in [Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp8}.

To analyze GFP- and YFP-actin, a cellular concentration of 200 µM actin (both native and GFP labeled) was assumed. The integrated density of GFP or YFP fluorescence was measured from each imaged cell, and the mean intensity was designated as the fluorescent equivalent of 200 µM actin. Because the ratio of GFP- or YFP-actin/native actin varies on a per cell basis, this allowed for us to internally normalize our GFP- and YFP-actin measurements on a per-cell basis. This also allowed us to directly compare simulated predictions and experimental measurements.

Modeling 2:2:1 and 4:2:1 Nck--N-WASp--Arp2/3 complex binding using Virtual Cell
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Virtual Cell model uses an approximate scheme to describe the binding of N-WASp to the Nck patch and the subsequent activation of Arp2/3 complex. The problem of a single ligand binding to a 2D lattice does not admit exact analytical results because the dependence on ligand size and shape makes the problem intractable. Traditionally, this problem is addressed using approximations for special cases, such as linear ligands or completely symmetric ligands, and by using numerical simulations for more general cases. To our knowledge, no one has described the sequential binding of two ligands to a 2D lattice, as required to describe Arp2/3 complex activation by bound N-WASp. Therefore, we validated our approximations by comparing them with exact numerical simulations for both the 2:2:1 model and the 4:2:1 model. The approximations are considered acceptable if they reproduce the equilibrium values of certain parameters (bound N-WASp, number of N-WASp binding sites, etc.) to reasonable accuracy. In all calculations and simulations, we assume that cytosolic N-WASp, *W*, and cytosolic Arp2/3 complex *A* are buffered. This is reasonable based on the volume of the cytosol compared with the size of the patch, and the Virtual Cell simulations show this is an excellent approximation.

### 2:2:1 model: Virtual Cell approximation.

A free Nck site is denoted by *N*. Then, the 2:2:1 reaction scheme is given by$$\left. N + W\rightleftharpoons W^{*}\text{and} \right.$$$$\left. S + A\rightleftharpoons A^{*}, \right.$$where *W*\* denotes active N-WASp, *A*\* denotes active Arp2/3 complex, and *S* denotes an Arp2/3 complex binding site. In equilibrium, we have$$NW = K_{W}W^{*}\text{and}$$$$SA = K_{A}A^{*},$$where *K~W~* is the dissociation constant for N-WASp, and *K~A~* is an effective dissociation constant for the Arp2/3 complex, which includes both direct dissociation and dissociation via the branching reaction. These equations are supplemented with the conservation of Nck sites, shown as$$N_{tot} = N + W^{*} + 2A^{*}.$$It will help to introduce a variable describing the number of active N-WASp molecules in the limit *A* = 0, shown as$$\frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} = \frac{W}{K_{W} + W},$$which is a known quantity because *W* is buffered, and *K~W~* is known.

In Virtual Cell, we made the approximation that the number of Arp2/3 complex binding sites is given by$$S = \beta\frac{N_{tot}}{2}\left( \frac{W^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2},$$where *β* is a prefactor to account for the weight of Arp2/3 complex binding to sites between antibody-induced dimers. In a 1D model, this prefactor is shown as$$\beta = 1 + \left( \frac{N_{tot} - 2}{N_{tot}} \right)\omega,$$where 0 ≤ *ω* ≤ 1 and ω = 0 if the Arp2/3 complex cannot bind between antibody-induced dimers and *ω* = 1 if interdimer binding is as likely as intradimer binding. Notice as $\left. N_{tot}\rightarrow\infty \right.$, $\left. \beta\rightarrow 1 + \omega \right.$, which says that each dimer contributes 1 + *ω* Arp2/3 complex binding sites. For an infinite 2D hexagonal lattice, we modeled *β* = 1 + 5*ω*, which accounts for the fact that each Nck site has one pair in the dimer and five neighboring sites where interdimer binding can occur.

We now solve for the equilibrium value of *W*\* and find that$$\frac{W^{*}}{N_{tot}} = \frac{1}{2\beta}\left( \frac{N_{tot}}{W_{0}^{*}} \right)\left( \frac{K_{A}}{A} \right)\left\lbrack {\sqrt{1 + 4\beta\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2}} - 1} \right\rbrack.$$In our system, we have *W* = 0.05 µM and *K~W~* = 0.081 µM, which gives *W~0~*\*/*N~tot~* = 0.38.

The concentration of cytosolic Arp2/3 complex is *A* = 1.0 µM. The effective dissociation constant is given by$$K_{A} = \frac{k_{off} + k_{branch}}{k_{on}},$$where *k~on~* and *k~off~* are the association and dissociation rates of Arp2/3 complex binding, respectively, and *k~branch~* is an effective first-order rate constant for the branching reaction, which is proportional to the cytosolic concentrations of F-actin, G-actin, and profilin--G-actin. We assume that all cytosolic species are buffered, in which case *k~branch~* is a well-defined constant giving the branching flux in terms of the concentration of active Arp2/3 complex, *J~branch~* = *k~branch~A*\*. The Virtual Cell simulations give *A*\* ≈ 200 molecules/µm^2^ and *J~branch~* ≈ 3,000 (molecules/µm^2^)/*s*, from which we estimate *k~branch~* ≈ 15 *s*^−1^, and, thus, *K~A~* ≈ 15 µM. From this, we estimate *A*/*K~A~* ≈ 0.07, which shows that the levels of cytosolic Arp2/3 complex are indeed small. To compare with the exact lattice models, it will help to expand the Virtual Cell results in this small parameter. We get$$\frac{W_{\text{VCell}}^{*}}{N_{tot}} = \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}}\left\lbrack {1 - \beta\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + 2\beta^{2}\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{4}} \right\rbrack\text{and}$$$$\frac{S_{\text{VCell}}}{N_{tot}} = \beta\frac{1}{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2}\left\lbrack {1 - 2\beta\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + 5\beta^{2}\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{4}} \right\rbrack.$$Notice that the corrections go as$$\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} \approx 0.027,$$which is indeed a small parameter.

### 2D lattice models.

For simplicity, we will consider square lattices instead of the hexagonal lattices considered in the text. Square lattices require a different value for the prefactor *β* but do not change any essential features of the problem. If we consider an *M* × *M* square lattice, then$$\beta = 1 + \frac{3M - 4}{M}\omega,$$with *β* = 1 + 3*ω* in the infinite patch limit. Here, we will find analytic solutions for the 2 × 2 lattice and then investigate larger lattices numerically.

### Exact results for 2 × 2 patch.

A complete model of N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex binding to a 2 × 2 patch requires 15 species, corresponding to a single bound N-WASp, two bound N-WASp molecules, etc., and has *β* = 1 + *ω*. In steady state, we find$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{W_{\text{2x2}}^{*}}{N_{tot}} = \left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)\frac{1 + \beta\left( {A/K_{A}} \right)\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{2}}{1 + 2\beta\left( {A/K_{A}} \right)\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + \beta\left( {A/K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{4}}} \\
\text{and} \\
\end{array}$$$$\frac{S_{\text{2x2}}}{N_{tot}} = \frac{\beta}{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2}\frac{1 + \left( {A/K_{A}} \right)\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{2}}{1 + 2\beta\left( {A/K_{A}} \right)\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + \beta\left( {A/K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( {W_{0}^{*}/N_{tot}} \right)^{4}},$$which we expand for small *A*/*K~A~* to get$$\frac{W_{\text{2x2}}^{*}}{N_{tot}} = \left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)\left\lbrack {1 - \beta\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + \beta\left( {2\beta - 1} \right)\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{4}} \right\rbrack\text{and}$$$$\frac{S_{\text{2x2}}}{N_{tot}} = \frac{\beta}{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2}\left\lbrack {1 - \left( {2\beta - 1} \right)\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} + \beta\left( {4\beta - 3} \right)\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{4}} \right\rbrack.$$Direct comparison to the Virtual Cell approximation gives$$\frac{W_{\text{VCell}}^{*}}{W_{\text{2x2}}^{*}} = 1 + \beta\left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)^{2}\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{4} \approx 1.001\text{and}$$$$\frac{S_{\text{VCell}}}{S_{\text{2x2}}} = 1 - \left( \frac{A}{K_{A}} \right)\left( \frac{W_{0}^{*}}{N_{tot}} \right)^{2} \approx 0.97,$$which shows that the Virtual Cell approximation predicts the total amount of activated N-WASp to better than 1% and the total number of available Arp2/3 complex binding sites to ∼3%.

### Numerical studies of larger 2D lattices.

For simplicity, we work in the *ω* = 1 limit (recall that *ω* = 0 corresponds to an ensemble of noninteracting dimers; thus, the 2D structure of the patch has its largest effect when *ω* = 1). We simulate the binding of N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex to a 30 × 30 Nck lattice at varying Nck densities. In [Fig. S4 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1){#supp9}, we plot equilibrium-activated N-WASp and the total number of Arp2/3 complex binding sites as a function of cytosolic Arp2/3 complex for 100% Nck density. The Virtual Cell approximation is seen to be in excellent agreement for all Arp2/3 complex concentrations. In Fig. S4 A, we also plot activated N-WASp and Arp2/3 complex binding sites as a function of Nck density for the fixed value *A*/*K~A~* = 0.07 used in our Virtual Cell simulations. The Virtual Cell expression is seen to provide an excellent approximation to the exact numerical results for all densities.

### 4:2:1 model: Virtual Cell approximation.

The 4:2:1 reaction scheme is$$\left. W + S_{W}\rightleftharpoons W^{*}\text{and} \right.$$$$\left. A + S_{A}\rightleftharpoons A^{*}, \right.$$where *S~W~* is an N-WASp binding site composed of two adjacent, free Nck molecules, and *S~A~* is an Arp2/3 complex binding site composed of two adjacent, activated N-WASp proteins. In equilibrium, we have$$S_{W}W = K_{W}W^{*}\text{and}$$$$S_{A}A = K_{A}A^{*},$$where, as previously described, *K~A~* is an effective dissociation constant, which includes both direct dissociation and dissociation through the branching reaction.

In the 2:2:1 scheme, N-WASp binding was described exactly, and we used an approximate expression giving *S~A~* in terms of *W*\* and *A*\*. In the 4:2:1 scheme, we must use approximations for both *S~W~* and *S~A~*, and, therefore, we expect a larger discrepancy between the Virtual Cell approximation and the exact simulations.

In our Virtual Cell model, we approximate$$S_{w} = N_{\max}\frac{\beta_{w}}{2}\left( \frac{N}{N_{\max}} \right)^{2}\frac{1}{1 - 3\left( \frac{A^{*}}{N_{\max}} \right) - \left( \frac{W^{*}}{N_{\max}} \right)}\text{and}$$$$S_{A} = N_{\max}\frac{\beta_{A}}{4}\left( \frac{2W^{*}}{N_{\max}} \right)^{2}\frac{1}{1 - 3\left( \frac{A^{*}}{N_{\max}} \right) - \left( \frac{W^{*}}{N_{\max}} \right)},$$which are only strictly correct for an infinite 1D lattice at 100% Nck density. These equations may be derived by a straightforward extension of the McGhee--von Hippel analysis for binding of a single ligand ([@bib27]). Analytical solutions for *W*\* and *A*\* may be obtained with these formulae, but these are complicated and not particularly enlightening. Instead, we will directly compare the Virtual Cell results to the results from numerical simulations.

### Exact numerical results.

We simulated the 4:2:1 model using a 30 × 30 square lattice at varying Nck densities. In Fig. S4 B, we plot *S~W~*, *W*\*, *S~A~*, and *A*\* as a function of Nck density using the same cytosolic concentrations and dissociation constants as previously described. The Virtual Cell approximation consistently underestimates N-WASp binding sites and activated N-WASp by ∼20--30%, whereas it consistently overestimates Arp2/3 complex binding sites and bound Arp2/3 complex by about the same amount. However, note that bound Arp2/3 complex, which is the important output of this scheme, is usually within the error bars of the stochastic simulations. Moreover, the Virtual Cell approximation faithfully captures the variations in these curves as the density is varied; that is, the Virtual Cell approximation overestimates the actual values by the same fractional amount at each density. This tells us that the shapes of our curves will be accurate, even if the exact values are not. Overall, the approximation provides sufficient accuracy and is more than adequate to distinguish between the 2:2:1 model and the 4:2:1 model.

WIP KO studies
--------------

WIP WT and KO MEFs were provided by N. Ramesh and R. Geha (Children's Hospital, Boston, MA). Both cell types were grown in high-glucose DME containing 15% FCS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. EBB CD16-7--Nck SH3 (1+2+3)--HA and pmCherry--actin C1 as well as CB6 GFP-WIP (provided by M. Way, London Research Institute, London, England, UK) in WIP rescue experiments were transfected into MEFs using Lipofectamine reagent. CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA was aggregated using anti-CD16 antibody and goat anti--mouse Alexa Fluor 488 or 647 (Invitrogen). Images were obtained using a confocal microscope (LSM 780) with a 63× 1.4 NA oil immersion objective.

WIP and N-WASp recruitment studies
----------------------------------

WIP WT and KO MEFs were grown in high-glucose DMEM containing 15% FCS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. N-WASp WT and KO MEFs were grown in high-glucose DME containing 10% FCS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. EBB CD16-7--Nck SH3 1+2+3, pmCherry--actin C1, and CB6 GFP-WIP or CB6 GFP--N-WASp (provided by M. Way) were transfected into MEFs using Lipofectamine reagent. CD16-7--Nck SH3--HA was aggregated using anti-CD16 antibody and goat anti--mouse Alexa Fluor 647. Cells were fixed using 4% PFA (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and mounted on slides using Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech). Images were obtained using a confocal microscope (LSM 780) with a 63× 1.4 NA oil immersion objective using ZEN image acquisition software.

For mixed Nck SH3 domain aggregates, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were transfected with a mixture of EBB CD16-7--Nck SH3 1, EBB CD16-7--Nck SH3 2, EBB CD16-7--Nck 1+2+3, and/or EBB CD16-7 (dummy), CB6 GFP--N-WASp, and pmCherry--actin C1 and cells analyzed as previously outlined.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS program (IBM). Correlations of aggregate properties and actin comet tail properties were determined using Pearson's correlation. Statistical significance among actin comet tail characteristics in different Nck aggregate density groups was determined using analysis of variance with a post-hoc Tukey's test.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 contains information that describes the methods used for CD16-7 fusion protein aggregation, the fusion proteins used in the experiments, and Western blots demonstrating the expression of CD16-7--mCherry--Nck SH3--HA versus CD16-7--dummy-HA or endogenous Nck. Fig. S2 supports the quantitative data presented in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, comparing either the number of Nck SH3 molecules in aggregates or the velocity of Nck SH3 aggregates with measured characteristics of actin comet tails. Fig. S3 shows that Nck SH3 aggregates containing both Nck SH3 (2) and Nck SH3 (1+2+3) induce actin polymerization in a manner similar to 100% Nck SH3 (1+2+3) aggregates, whereas aggregates composed of 50% Nck SH3 (1+2+3) or 100% Nck SH3 (2) do not induce actin comet tail formation. Fig. S4 shows that the approximations describing N-WASp or Arp2/3 complex binding at Nck SH3 aggregates is sufficiently accurate, when compared with exact numerical calculations, to describe binding of N-WASp to Nck or Arp2/3 complex to N-WASp and actin polymerization downstream of Arp2/3 complex activation. Video 1 compliments [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} by showing a time-lapse image of two Nck SH3 aggregates being pushed across the membrane by polymerizing actin comet tails. Video 2 compliments [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} by showing time-lapse images of cells containing aggregates composed of 0--100% Nck SH3 domains. Video 3 compliments [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} by showing time-lapse images of Nck aggregates in WIP KO, WT, or GFP-WIP--rescued KO MEFs, demonstrating the necessity of WIP in Nck-induced actin polymerization. Table S1 contains data demonstrating that quenching of mCherry fluorescence is not caused by aggregation of labeled Nck SH3 fusion proteins. Table S2 lists protein names and descriptions used in the Virtual Cell simplified actin dendritic nucleation model. Table S3 lists global parameters. Table S4 contains information describing the reactants and reactions contained in the 1:1:1, 2:2:1, and 4:2:1 Virtual Cell models. Our models are also included in the supplemental materials as XML files: the 1:1:1 model is named Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Single NWASP Activation of Arp23 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation; the 2:2:1 model is named Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Dimer NWASP Activation of Arp23 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation; and the 4:2:1 model is named Nck Induces Actin Comet Tail Formation Dimer Nck Binds NWASP With Dimer NWASP Activation of Arp23 Simplified Actin Dendritic Nucleation. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201111113/DC1>.
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